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Traditionally, what makes the headlines in the design press does not necessarily affect the business world. But it
should. Good design means big business.

Working with a visionary designer who understands the user experience from the ground-up translates into
successful products and experiences in all industries, from retail to hospitality to the corporate world, and even city
planning.

What clicks in bricks
WeWork CEO Adam Neumann is an example of a businessperson who believes differently than the status quo.

For him, design is key in serving the professional communities that rent flexible co-working space from WeWork, a
private company that serves professionals in 18 countries through 170 properties.

Mr. Neumann, and his architect by training, cofounder Federico Negro, invested in adding a creative team to
WeWork's structure early on, a strategically necessary move because the fundamental concept of WeWork is directly
linked to its physical space and the solutions and services that the company offers.

Clearly, for Mr. Neumann, this was not enough.

As announced on May 14, WeWork appointed Danish architect Bjarke Ingels as its chief architect, an executive-level
position compensated in equity rather than with a salary.

The story broke in the architectural press with aplomb.
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Mr. Ingels is the architect of some of the most innovative and desirable properties in New York, such as Via57, the
Hudson River residential superblock, and XI Towers in West Chelsea, among others.

As Charles Duhigg wrote for architectural magazine Dezeen (July 22, 2015), Mr. Ingels "has been compared to a
nightclub DJ and a spiky-haired, muscle-shirt-clad Hamlet, and has been hailed as the next Rem Koolhaas."

Mr. Koolhaas is mostly known in business for his innovative concept Prada store in New York's SoHo shopping
district, which opened in 2001 and made history by forever changing retail experience.

"The overall idea is really to focus on buildings for now," Mr. Ingels told Erin Hudson of the Architectural Record
about the WeWork news, "then take it to campuses and neighborhoods, then entire cities."

Mr. Ingels sees "WeWork as a scaling device" and envisions the company "almost doing in the physical world what
a lot of other technology companies have done in the digital world."

Designer shows
Why is WeWork's recent move noteworthy and what can other businesses learn from it?

Because it is  imperative for businesses to realize early-on that its head designer is the one with the ability to cull
talent who would otherwise be unknown to business executives and to capitalize on their fresh ideas that stem from
local culture and reinforce a sense of place.

The addition of Bjarke Ingels is a game-changer for WeWork.

This is a company that aspires to change our work-life experience by emphasizing the importance of critical thinking
in design rather than relying on cookie-cutter solutions that box us all in.

Similar examples abound in the fashion industry that enabled in-house creative talent to rise to celebrity status
mainly because brand product and, often, brand content are, by definition, linked to a singular creative mind.

Indeed, what would Chanel be without Karl Lagerfeld? What would Gucci be without Alessandro Michele?

IT  IS DIFFICULT to value the intangible, especially before it acquires material form.

Still, this type of design news is worth a business conversation. Maybe even a bit of celebrity status.

Thoma Serdari is  adjunct professor of marketing at New York University's Leonard N. Stern School of Business, New
York. Reach her at tserdari@stern.nyu.edu.
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